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Abstract: Based on aspects of our previous work presented in [KHD09], in this paper we give an 
extended guideline about how to forensically acquire, locate and extract graphics content within 
memory dumps of Windows-based systems. This includes the assurance of integrity and 
authenticity of evidence gathered this way using cryptographic mechanisms. The advantage of our 
proposed approach we see in handing the initiation of data gathering process over to the operator 
of an IT-system whilst still allowing for a forensic sound investigation. With our approach the 
picture content is effectively tied to the application and the IT-system that runs it, ruling out most 
claims of manipulation of the resulting picture. The subsequent investigation is shown together 
with a first proposal to identify picture regions automatically.  

 

1 Introduction 

The field of IT-Forensics is often separated into computer-, network- and media-
forensics. In this paper we combine aspects of computer-forensics with aspects of media-
forensics in a bid to prove authenticity and integrity of evidence gathered whilst 
avoiding the problems inherent with sensor identification as a part of media-forensics.  
As an application of IT-forensics as data analysis that can be performed by every skilled 
IT-professional, which includes the operator of an IT-system, we chose the subject of 
video surveillance. 
Today computer assisted video surveillance is widely used. However, especially for 
small business and home users the collection and extraction of potential video evidence 
in a forensically sound manner proves to be difficult. The toughest challenge in this 
process is to ensure that the collected image data can be tied effectively to the system 
that collected the data and the corresponding date and time and to prove that the 
demands for proof authenticity and integrity are met. Several approaches based on the 
CCD-chip inside camera equipment have been suggested (see [FLG06]). However, the 
effort needed to prove that picture data stems from a particular system at a specific time 
this way is relatively high together with an inherent probability of false identification. 



In order to pursue a forensic methodology ensuring these security aspects, in this paper 
we utilise a model introduced in [KHD09].  
 
In our work we present alternative means of capturing the pictures produced by a camera 
surveillance application running on a Windows-based laptop and shown on the computer 
screen (in our case a surveillance camera connected to a PC overlooking a parking 
space). We propose the extraction of screen content off a forensically sound acquired 
memory dump. The dump creation is triggered by the operator of the surveillance system 
when observing a noteworthy incident captured by the camera and displayed on the 
computer screen (e.g. a break-in attempt). The approach we present in section 3 ties the 
memory dump and the extracted graphics together and thus provides authenticity by 
technical rather than organisational measures. This procedure relates to constantly 
evolving RAM analysis field in computer forensics (see also [Bur06]). Our proposed 
approach allows for a data gathering process initiated by the operator, whose result is 
likely to be accepted as evidence because it was gathered using forensic sound 
principles. After the dump is created successfully, the following investigation can be 
performed both by the operator and by a law-enforcement official, depending on the 
purpose of the investigation. We describe both a manual approach and a first attempt of 
automating the process of image data detection within the memory dump. 

2 The forensic model as a base for our approach 

The procedures within a forensic investigation can be put into a model describing the 
forensic process. A couple of them already exist (e.g. [FS07] and [Cas04]). Because of 
their main orientation towards the support of law enforcement we introduced a model in 
[KHD09] which treats IT-forensics mainly as data analysis. As presented there, the 
model consists of three main aspects: 

• The grouping of investigation steps that belong together logically into six 
phases.  

• The classification of forensic methods into six classes of forensic methods. 
• The classification of eight forensically relevant data types. 

The implications for applying the model for the video surveillance scenario are 
illustrated in the following. 

Although in many aspects similar to the model presented in [Car06] with respect to 
phases (i.e. the grouping of single actions in a semantic context), the major difference to 
known models of the forensic process in the model introduced in [KHD09] is the 
inclusion of the phase of strategic preparation. It contains measures taken by the 
operator of an IT-system prior to and in anticipation of an incident and therefore allows 
for a host of measures to collect data about an incident, which would be otherwise 
unavailable (e.g. the activation of extensive logging mechanisms). Within the model six 
mutually exclusive phases (i.e. measures contained in one phase cannot be in a different 
phase at the same time) of the forensic process could be identified: 



• Strategic preparation SP.  
• Operational preparation OP.  
• Data gathering DG. 
• Data investigation DI.  
• Data analysis DA.  
• Documentation DO.  

In our example we use the phases to describe the strategic preparation, operational 
preparation, gathering and data investigation of memory data to collect picture content 
and proof of origin. 

Forensic methods are not exclusively represented by dedicated forensic toolkits such as 
EnCase1 or X-Ways forensics2. A lot of software installed on computer systems has 
forensic capabilities (e. g. logging facilities, anomaly detection, data retention). In 
[KHD09] they are categorised according to their type and identified six classes of 
forensic methods: 

• Operating system OS. In the example in section 3 we use the provision of raw 
data in main memory by the Microsoft Windows operating system. 

• File system FS. (not considered in this approach) 
• Explicit means of intrusion detection EMID. (not considered in this 

approach) 
• IT-Application ITA. In the example in section 3 we use the picture viewer 

IrfanView3 and the blat4 command-line email software. 
• Scaling of methods for evidence gathering SMG. (not considered in this 

approach) 
• Data processing and evaluation DPE. In the example presented in section 3 

we use win32dd5, sha256 from the md5deep6 software package, msinfo327and 
the self-developed applications ProcMemDump and SecureDump as well as the 
volatility8 framework. 

This classification allows also for the estimation of forensically relevant data contained 
in an IT-system.  

As presented in [KHD09], the modelling of the forensic data types stored and 
manipulated within a computer system represents a layered approach similar to the 

                                                           
1 http://www.guidancesoftware.com 
2 http://www.x-ways.net 
3 http://www.irfanview.com 
4 http://www.blat.net/ 
5 http://win32dd.msuiche.net 
6 http://www.x-ways.net 
7 contained in a standard Microsoft Windows XP installation 
8 https://www.volatilesystems.com/default/volatility/ 



widely known OSI/ISO network layer model [Zim80] with respect to describing layers 
of abstraction starting from low-level data characteristics: 

• Hardware data DT1. (not considered in this approach) 
• Raw data DT2. In the example presented in section 3 we use RAM data. 
• Details about data DT3. (not considered in this approach) 
• Configuration data DT4. (not considered in this approach)  
• Communication protocol data DT5. (not considered in this approach) 
• Process data DT6. (not considered in this approach) 
• Session data DT7. (not considered in this approach) 
• User data DT8. In the example presented in section 3 we use graphics data. 

The data represented in the layers is not mutually exclusive; the same data that 
constitutes raw data can also form application data, the difference is the semantics, in 
which the data is looked at. 

With this model, in the following section 3 the gathering of raw data (DT2) and the 
extraction of graphics content (DT8) are described.  

3 Gathering surveillance picture content on a windows-based system 

The aim of this section is the forensic acquisition of picture content within Windows 
memory dumps, using the model introduced in [KHD09] (see section 2) and its 
subsequent investigation. We extend the idea of gathering picture content from a 
memory dump (see [KHD09]) by providing means of authenticity of the collected 
evidence (see section 3.3 and section 3.5.3). Furthermore we provide a first proposal for 
the automatic identification of picture content in a memory dump based on its 
characteristics (see section 3.5.1).  
The chosen application scenario is a camera connected to a computer, which constantly 
monitors a parking space. The operator of the system can trigger the data collection 
when a suspicious behaviour on the area monitored by the camera has been noticed. Our 
proposed solution allows for the separation of the data gathering and the data 
investigation process. With that the operator can activate the data gathering process in a 
forensically sound way, handing over the subsequent processes to other investigators.  
In our chosen application scenario of the camera surveillance system we start with a 
basic IT-system containing the operating system (Microsoft Windows XP SP3) and the 
surveillance application SecureCam9. In order to enable the forensically sound gathering 
of evidence, the phase of strategic preparation SP is necessary, involving the installation 
of additional software. With that, once an incident is observed on the surveillance 
application screen, the creation of a forensic memory dump for evidence collection can 
be triggered by the operator. This is an application of the model presented in [KHD09], 

                                                           
9 Free download http://secure-cam.en.softonic.com/ 



wherein the forensic investigation process starts with the strategic preparation SP (see 
section 2.1). 

Attacker model: An important demand of forensic procedures is that it can be proven 
that evidence has not been altered since its acquisition and is authentic. This means that 
the security aspects of integrity and authenticity have been preserved throughout the 
investigation. These aspects we address utilising the complex information contained in 
the memory dump, which effectively ties the picture content to the IT-System that 
recorded the data. Depending on the attacker model, further measures are required. 
Powerful attackers might try to manipulate the acquired evidence in several ways. To 
cope with that, for our concept we establish the following attacker model: Until the time 
of the acquisition we presume the system has not been tampered with (either using 
hardware manipulation or software-based infections with any purpose-built malicious 
code) and the operator is not acting in a hostile way, as well. (Otherwise the evidence in 
RAM or in the dump file could be destroyed or manipulated before or at the time of the 
acquisition). Once the forensic evidence has been collected, it is kept stored by the 
system until it is handed over to the investigator. This phase is covered by our attacker 
model. Any trials of manipulation onto the stored evidence after its creation are covered 
by our attacker model and are to be detected by the proposed measures that are 
introduced in the following. For this we additionally use cryptographic hash sums and 
trusted time stamping services. 

3.1 Strategic preparation (SP) 

Since we look at IT-forensics as data analysis from the viewpoint of the operator of an 
IT-system, we can assume that measures of strategic preparation SP (see section 2.1) 
can be taken. In the presented example this includes installing the aforementioned 
software win32dd, ProcMemDump, the hash checksum tool sha256, the commandline 
emailing software blat and the wrapper application SecureDump. 

3.2 Operational Preparation (OP) 

The operational preparation OP after discovering an incident consists of choosing the 
proper tools and the proper investigation of data gathered from the IT-system. The 
process of data investigation DI and data analysis DA as well as the final documentation 
could happen either on the original machine or on a separate computer. For those 
processes the programmes volatility (belonging to the data processing and evaluation 
DPE class of forensic methods) and the required python10 interpreter and the image 
processing software irfanview (belonging to the IT-application ITA class of forensic 
methods) are chosen.  

                                                           
10 http://www.python.org/download/ 



3.3 Data gathering (DG) - The creation of a memory dump 

Based on the findings presented in [KHD09] we discuss the advantages and 
disadvantages of the two approaches described there and propose a combination of those 
to maximise the data the subsequent investigation is based upon.  

The memory dump with respect to the forensic data model introduced in [KHD09] (see 
section 2.3) constitutes raw data DT2. We exploit the forensic method class of the 
continuous provision of raw data DT2 as a forensic method of the operating system OS 
(see section 2.2). The measures belong to the data gathering phase DG (see section 2.2). 
As mandatory in a forensic investigation, every step taken has to be carefully 
documented as part of the accompanying documentation phase DO. In general, memory 
dumps can be created at two levels, either the collection of the whole of the RAM 
content (e.g. using win32dd, the specially altered version of the dd-utility) or the 
collection of the RAM content used by a specific process. Both approaches and their 
advantages and disadvantages are discussed in the following. 

3.3.1 Creating a complete memory dump during the data gathering (DG) using 
win32dd 
This constitutes a classic forensic approach of the data gathering phase DG of the 
physical memory with win32dd (see figure 2). 

 

Figure 1: Physical memory (DT2) acquisition (DG) using win32dd (DPE) 

The output of this approach is a file that is equal in size to the installed RAM in the IT-
system in question. However, due to the volatile nature of RAM content in a running 
system, the gathered data is bound to be inconsistent because content has changed during 
the collection process. 

3.3.2 Creating a process memory dump during the data gathering (DG) using 
ProcMemDump 
We also consider collecting evidence from the virtual memory space of the user space 
target programme. This has the advantage that all collected content is guaranteed to 
belong to the target process (including swapped-out data) and reduces the search domain 
dramatically. For this purpose we use the self-implemented programme ProcMemDump 



(see figure 3) belonging to the class Data Processing and Evaluation of forensic 
methods. 

 

Figure 2: User space memory (DT2) acquisition (DG) using ProcMemDump (DPE) 

The programme uses common Windows API functions like VirtualQueryEx and 
ReadProcessMemory to dump the processes memory and calls sha256 to ensure file 
integrity (see above). 

3.4 Discussion and combination of both approaches for Data Gathering (DG) 

When having only access to a dump of the physical memory, the physical memory pages 
need to be mapped to the user space processes to reconstruct their virtual memory 
structure, for instance using the volatility framework (it is also used to obtain hardware 
data in section 3.6). One drawback is the omission of swapped out data. However, using 
this approach, picture content in unused memory pages could be gathered. 
When using the approach from section 3.3.2, the whole virtual memory of a process can 
be gathered, e.g. also including swapped out areas. However, there could also be remains 
of (formerly freed) picture content in physical memory pages that are not mapped to the 
target process any more and thus cannot be accessed any more from this level, which is 
one drawback of this approach.  
To conclude, the direct acquisition of virtual process memory in user space as described 
in section 3.3.2 has advantages as well as disadvantages. The main advantage is that this 
is a very direct way to save the complete content of the target process memory in user 
space. Since the operating system is free to swap out low-frequented memory pages to 
the disk, the physical memory might not contain all data necessary to reconstruct the 
entire virtual address space of the target process so the swap file is also needed. A 
disadvantage of the user space approach is, that graphics content outside the virtual 
address space of the user process (e.g. inside de-allocated memory pages) is not 
accessible. 

So we concluded that the best approach is to collect RAM content in both ways, starting 
with the physical memory dump in order to alter potentially de-allocated memory pages 
as little as possible. After that, the user process RAM content is collected. This way, 



both investigation approaches can be conducted, which are described in the following 
sections. A wrapper programme SecureDump has been created, which waits for a 
predefined keystroke, initiates the creation of the physical memory dump using win32dd 
and then launches sha256 to create a hash sum over the resulting file. Afterwards the 
programme then calls ProcMemDump, asking for the investigator to select the process, 
whose logical memory content (including swapped out memory) is to be written to a file 
and secured by a sha-256 checksum. Furthermore, the programme msinfo32 is called by 
the SecureDump application to create a textfile, which contains the hardware inventory 
of the computer. This, again, is checksummed using the sha256 tool. A log file about the 
acquisition process (e.g. containing the checksum for the dump and for the hardware 
inventory) is then sent via E-Mail using the blat programme to a trusted Digital 
Timestamping service such as stamper.11 As a result, a signed E-Mail is being sent (to 
multiple recipients, if needed), containing the hash sum, the sender address and 
confirming the time of the reception of the initial E-Mail using digital signatures. 
Through the use of the wrapper application the whole process from the creation of the 
dump all the way to the sending of the E-Mail containing the hash sum to the 
timestamping service can be seen as an atomic step, whose results were secured with 
regards to integrity, it meets the requirement of forensic soundness. Means of ensuring 
authenticity are addressed in section 3.5.3. 
With reference to our attacker model (see above), any modification on the dump file, 
system inventory file and/or the stored report past their original creation can be 
identified. To hide changes on the stored evidence, an attacker would have to calculate 
their new hash values and correct them within the report file. However, he cannot 
enforce the creation of a signature from the trusted time stamping service having the 
same age than the original report. Any manipulated version will therefore have an 
invalid timestamp or one later in time – given that the external time stamping service is 
supposed to be trustworthy. 

3.5 Data Investigation (DI) - Extraction of graphics content from memory dumps 

Based on the findings in [KHD09] we refine the means of investigating the raw data 
collected. By using the volatility framework, we can reassemble the virtual address 
spaces of processes from a physical memory dump and proceed as described in section 
3.5.1, although leaving out the swap space. Also a first approach to detect picture content 
in memory dumps based on the picture characteristics is being presented.  
After gathering the data as a memory dump, the next phase with respect to the forensic 
process (see section 2.1) is the investigation DI of forensically relevant data. In our case 
this constitutes the extraction of the picture content at the time of the creation of the 
memory dump. Graphics content represents user data DT8 with respect to the data model 
presented in section 2.3. As mandatory in a forensic investigation, every step taken 
during the investigation phase has to be carefully documented as part of the 
accompanying documentation phase DO. As a support tool for the location of 
decompressed graphics in memory dumps we use the windows-based freeware picture 

                                                           
11 see http://www.itconsult.co.uk/stamper.htm 



viewing programme IrfanView including its plug-in package. By adding the filename 
extension ‘.raw’ the memory dump, this can be opened by IrfanView as raw picture data. 

3.5.1 Graphics extraction from user space dumps during the data investigation (DI) 
When opening user space dumps obtained as described before, IrfanView collects format 
data by presenting the following dialog (see figure 4): 

 

Figure 3: Opening a memory dump (DT2) as raw picture file (DT8) in IrfanView (ITA) 

In this step it is wise to provide some prior knowledge of the picture to search for in 
order to simplify the searching process that is to be performed optically by the user. 
Promising values are the pixel width amounts of the target image combined with the 
current colour depth values of the resource or the system desktop. This information can 
be entered in the corresponding input fields. Since the video data has a resolution of 
640x480 pixels at a colour depth of 24 bits per pixel, our initial choice in this example 
was to specify an image width of 640 pixels at a colour depth of 3 bytes per pixel. 
Because the total file size of the dump is approximately 120 MB we entered estimated 
70,000 pixels as picture height in order to ensure that the entire content of the dump is 
included in the loaded picture (640 * 3 * 70,000 = 128.17 MB > 120 MB). The left 
window within figure 5 shows the initial visualisation. By zooming into the visualisation 
of the dump (2nd and 3rd window), remains of the video stream can be located optically 
in a quite easy way. The visualisation can be optimised by iteratively refining the input 
parameters. We achieved the visualisation in the fourth window by changing the colour 
order from RGB to BGR by activating the vertical flip and by increasing the start offset 



(via the 'file header size') until the target image's colours are displayed appropriately and 
its line breaks match those of the visualisation. The right-most window shows a view 
onto one of the target pictures at a zoom factor of 100 percent. 

 

Figure 4: Resulting picture (DT8) in the virtual memory dump after the DI phase 

As can be seen, the graphical content retrieved using the proposed approach is complete. 
However, the resulting picture has to be stripped off the (usually non graphical) 
neighbouring data that is also contained in process memory and visualised as noise. 

3.5.2 Automated Graphics extraction from user space dumps during the data 
investigation (DI) 
While in the previous subsection we illustrated the general principle of image detection 
from user space dumps by means of manual inspection, this task can also be automated. 
Within this subsection we demonstrate an exemplary approach.  
When searching for uncompressed graphical content within raw data, certain 
assumptions can be made on the appearance of this content to support the location of 
respective areas. In our case the target graphics consist of real-world pictures in a 
coloured form. This means, a multi-channel representation of pixels has to be looked for. 
In practice, a colour depth of 24 bits (3 bytes) or 32 bits (4 bytes) per pixel can be 
expected. In our case we know the camera picture to have a colour depth of 24 bits per 
pixel. Depending on the colour model and storage order, for each pixel the intensity 
value (usually 1 byte) of its first channel (e.g. 'red') is directly followed by the values for 
the second (e.g. 'green') and third channel (e.g. 'blue'), again followed by respective 
instances for the next pixels. 



While for arbitrary data these correlations usually do not apply, they can be used as a 
first approach for binary image detection. Within photographic images, the colours of 
neighbouring pixels can be expected to be very similar, which also holds true for the 
intensity values within each separate channel.  
We implemented a basic detection mechanism by calculating the entropy of each colour 
channel among a window frame, which is iteratively moved along the memory dump. As 
width for this window we exemplarily chose a value of 4096 pixels. Combined with the 
known colour depth of 3 bytes per pixel, this yields a length of 12288 bytes of the 
window frame.  
Once the entropy values are determined for the three channels of each window position, 
their average entropy value is calculated for each window. Since we expect arbitrary data 
to have no characteristic correlation among 3-byte-subsets, we expect the entropies of 
real colour channels to differ in a more structured way. Therefore we calculate the sum 
of the mean deviation of all channel entropies from the calculated average entropy, 
which is again done for each frame. Figure 5 shows a smoothed view of this entropy 
deviation value determined for a process memory dump (this time obtained using 
ProcMemDump). For illustration purposes, a visualisation of the dump file created using 
the formerly introduced method is shown on the x-axis. However, any additional 
information inherently given within this representation (especially the video width of 
640 pixels) is not required for the calculation of the presented result). 

 

Figure 5: Channel-individual deviations from the average channel entropy on a user-space dump 

As can be seen, the regions where actual photographic content is located have a 
characteristic entropy deviation. It is clearly above the one of non-graphical data (which 
is mostly represented by noisy areas of the visualisation). Other, more structured data 
can have notably higher deviances, as visible in the illustration. 
This detection approach allows for the automatic extraction of areas, which are 
suspected to contain photographic content. Further evaluations could be performed, e.g. 
to determine the actual width of the located images.  

3.5.3 Graphics extraction from physical memory during the data investigation (DI) 

The strategy introduced in the previous section can be applied to user space dumps that 
have either been dumped directly at the user space level or that have been reconstructed 
from a physical memory dump. For the latter we used the volatility framework. It allows 
the listing of all the processes active at the time of the memory dump. Afterwards, a 
selected process can be chosen by its programme ID (PID) and its content is written to a 
file (see figure 7).  



 

Figure 6: Selection and reconstruction of a selected user process 

Not only the obtained process memory from user space can be visualised by IrfanView 
as described in the precious section. Principally, it is also possible to directly load the 
(kernel-space) physical memory dump and visualise it. In contrast to the results from 
section 3.5.1, the evaluation of the entire physical memory dump might also reveal 
picture content in unused memory pages or from pages used by other processes (see 
figure 8). 

 

Figure 7: Fragments of the Desktop picture (DT8) in physical memory (DT2) using desktop width 
of 1280 pixels 

Also smaller graphics like icons, rendered GUI texts etc. can be located this way. 
However, bigger graphical resources are generally harder to find. The reason is that the 
Windows memory manager usually does not provide a continuous range of physical 
memory when an application requests a memory range, which exceeds the size of one 
memory page (typically 4096 Bytes). This means that continuous memory blocks in the 
virtual address space of a user space programme can be spread all over the physical 
memory. Figure 9 shows, how a fragment of the target graphic looks like within physical 
memory. It shows a memory page (4096 Bytes) of graphics content surrounded by 
arbitrary further pages. 



 

Figure 8: Fragment of a target picture (DT8) in main memory data (DT2) 

It is obvious that the search at the kernel-space level is far more time consuming and also 
not guaranteed to return satisfactory results. However, it can help finding picture content 
that would otherwise be lost. Advanced algorithms to automatically identify and 
reassemble such fragmented, raw resources from physical memory dumps might be one 
challenge for future research. 

3.6 Additional means of extracting system information during the data 
investigation (DI) 

To guarantee data authenticity in the camera surveillance application, in addition to the 
measures introduced in section 3.4 we chose the hardware information contained in the 
memory dump to effectively tie the evidence to a particular IT-system using the 
volatility framework. Hardware information, in this case the serial number and the 
hardware network MAC address of the notebook used, is located in the virtual memory 
of the system (ProcID 4)} and the svchost process (ProcID 1096). The following 
figure 10 shows a selection of the memory content of the process when viewed with a 
hexadecimal editor12. 

 

Figure 9: Hardware information contained in memory processes 

With that we can show, that the extracted data was taken from the hardware with the 
MAC address 00-08--74-E2-54-7A in the left part of the picture and the serial number 
HMBXK0J in the right part of the picture. 
                                                           
12 We used the freeware editor HxD, available at http://mh-nexus.de/en/hxd 



4 Conclusion 

We described the process of securing digital evidence contained in the main memory of 
a windows-based IT-system based on a forensic model. It was further applied during the 
description of different approaches of extracting dump data contained in the main 
memory. Two different means of gathering the digital evidence were outlined and 
combined into an application, which implements the data gathering and integrity 
checksumming as well as authenticity provision into one atomic step, thus ensuring 
forensic soundness.  
Furthermore, a first approach towards the automated extraction of the graphics content 
was presented based on the picture content characteristics. 
To ensure data authenticity we extracted unique hardware identification data off the 
memory dump, thus linking the extracted picture content to a particular processing 
hardware. 

Further work consists of interpreting data that is not stored in an uncompressed 
representation but fragments of other, usually compressed, representations (e.g. jpeg, 
tiff). Also, research on a further automation and refinements to the identification of 
picture data in memory dumps is needed. A deeper research in computer identification 
using the kernel structures present in the RAM dump is a promising approach as well. 
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